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Public Works Maintenance Management Program
Concept
The Public Works Maintenance Management Program (MMP) is based upon setting attainable
goals for the inspection and maintenance of various infrastructure asset groups (Namely;
Transportation Assets, Wastewater and Stormwater Assets, and Water Distribution Assets) and
includes the Operation and Maintenance Performance Standards of each of these assets. Having
a planned MMP creates a focus on regular inspection and reporting of the assets. Asset defects
are noted and prioritized for repair based upon severity and liability potential and are scheduled
for completion in accordance with stated repair timeframes in the Performance Standards.
Each Section of the MMP contains a summary of the O&M Performance Standards (outlining
the frequency of focused asset inspections and severity of hazard) for each Asset Group followed
by the detailed O&M Performance Standards for each of the Assets in the Group.
Program Development
The MMP has been developed in accordance with similar municipal and Provincial programs,
industry standards, and best practices.
The basis for the Transportation Services O&M Performance Standards approach aligns with a
provincially mandated regulation for the Ontario municipalities entitled “Minimum Maintenance
Standards for Municipal Highways”. The minimum maintenance standards were developed to
provide municipalities with a defense against liability from actions arising with regard to levels
of care on roads and bridges. A necessary component of the legislation requires that
municipalities undertake regular patrolling inspections of the roads to note any asset defects
present.
The basis for the Stormwater and Wastewater Collection O&M Performance Standards are
industry best practices, the National Guide to Sustainable Municipal Infrastructure (InfraGuide
Best Practices), and Environment Canada and the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) guidelines.
The basis for the Water Distribution O&M Performance Standards are a combination of the
Town of Truro’s existing maintenance program, and a set of standards developed by Halifax
Water in conjunction with the Municipal Public Works Association of Nova Scotia based on best
practices and guidelines developed by the American Water Works Association (AWWA) and the
National Guide to the Sustainable Municipal Infrastructure (InfraGuide Best Practices).
Similar to the Transportation Services O&M Performance Standards the Stormwater/Wastewater
Collection, and Water Distribution O&M Standards rely on regular inspections to note asset
defects but unlike Transportation they are more rigorous and therefore are at less frequent
intervals.
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Customer Service Requests / Tracking Planned Work
While the program strives to achieve self sufficiency in locating all asset defects, and addressing
regular maintenance requirements in a planned, preventative maintenance manner, there will
always be calls from the public requesting service or to report a hazardous defect that requires
repair. These Customer Service Requests (CSR’s), also known as Demand Work or Demand
Calls, must be addressed in a prompt, efficient manner, with emphasis on prompt
acknowledgement to the client, advising them that their request has been received, recorded, and
will be addressed within the specified timeframes.
Customer Service Requests (CSR’s), will require (email or telephone) response within Three (3)
days of receiving of the request. The client will be advised that the request has been received, the
site inspected, and the expected timeframe for repair. All CSR’s will be tracked and progress
updated through the SysAid Tracking System.
The tracking of planned work, and the retention of work records for all maintenance and
emergency work, is best handled by a work order system. In the interim, the SysAid Tracking
System will be used to plan scheduled preventative maintenance inspections/tasks and identified
infrastructure repairs. The internally generated service requests will be categorized under the
“Pending” status and completion times tracked through the follow up dates, which will reflect
the work completion timeframes as specified in the performance standards. The status of all
service requests will be regularly tracked by management to ensure that assigned requests are
being addressed within performance standards’ timeframes. When completed work requests are
closed, the Solution field will reflect units of work completed for further follow up on output
performance to standards and cost/unit of output.
Roadway Patrol
The roadway patrol function is a key component of the MMP, with a primary objective to
identify and report asset defects with a hazard potential within the street rights of way.
Designated routes with specified inspection frequencies based upon Street Classifications (and
traffic volumes) will be patrolled with a holistic approach to the identification of defects for
creating work orders for scheduling work on assets maintained by Truro Engineering & Public
Works. Over time, and through repeated road patrols of the street network, and addressing the
hazard potential defects as they appear, TEPW will be in better position to focus efforts and
resources to a greater extent on planned (preventative) maintenance work, which will aid in
prolonging the useful life of various asset groups.
Roadway
Classification
Patrol Frequency
Classification
Examples

Arterials

Collectors

Every 7 days *
Willow St
Queen St

Every 7 days
Prince St
Glenwood Dr

*- Calendar days
-2-

Local Collectors
Local Industrial
Every 14 days
Park St
Polymer Rd

Local Roads
Every 30 days
South St
Centre St
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Asset Defect Classifications
Throughout the Transportation Services O&M Performance Standards section, there are
references to a number of types of defects, namely:
Emergency – Major defects posing an immediate threat to motorists or pedestrians (ie
malfunctioning traffic signals, collapsed infrastructure)
Hazard Potential – Serious asset defects that may pose a threat to motorists or pedestrians,
especially if the defect is not noticed by drivers or pedestrians (ie large deep potholes, missing
regulatory traffic signs)
Planned Maintenance – Minor defects that while not posing an immediate threat, may deteriorate
further to a potential hazard over time if left unaddressed.
Meeting Performance Standard Timelines
While every effort shall be made to complete required works within the timelines specified in the
performance standards, it is recognized that timelines may not be achievable under conditions
beyond TEPW control. Situations such as major infrastructure failures, unsuitable weather
conditions, severe storm conditions and major vehicle accidents, may delay work completion
within specified time limits. In those situations, the Manager or Supervisor shall document the
conditions and correct the deficiency as soon as practically possible.
Capital Works Considerations
Public Works staff shall reference the Capital Work Projects list when determining maintenance
response levels for requested works. While defects classified as “Emergency” or “Hazard
Potential” must be addressed from a liability perspective, the degree or method of repair may be
modified dependent upon whether the site in question is scheduled for capital reconstruction.
Similarly, planned maintenance works may be curtailed pending the Capital work, providing that
vehicle and pedestrian safety is not compromised as a result.
Operating Budget Considerations
The enhanced inspection efforts as outlined in this program will generate numerous
infrastructure defects, and although priority will be placed on emergency and hazard potential
defects for completion, the balance of planned maintenance defect repairs may exceed annual
budget capacity.
In an effort to provide effective customer service, any service requests that were not considered
for priority repair, should be scheduled for completion during the construction season.
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TRANSPORTATION SERVICES OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS SUMMARY
Activity

Inspection

Repair

Arterials

Collectors

Local Ind/ Collectors

Local Streets

Roadway Patrol

As Indicated

N/A

every 7 days

every 7 days

every 14 days

every 30 days

Sidewalk Maintenance

Annual/Patrol

14 days
150 days

14 days
150 days

14 days
150 days

14 days
150 days

Private Road Maintenance

Patrol

Hazard ≥ 2cms‐Mark/make Safe
Repair/Planned Maintenance
pothole patching & winter ops

Shoulder Maintenance

Patrol

Emergency: ≥8cm deep,≥20M long

Mark:1 day
Repair: 7 days
Mark: 3 days
Repair 7 days
Before winter

Mark: 1 day
Repair: 7 days
Mark: 3 days
Repair: 14 days
Before winter

Mark: 1 day
Repair: 14 days
Mark: 3 days
Repair: 30 days
Before winter

Mark: 1 day
Repair: 30 days
Mark: 3 days
Repair: 60 days
Before winter

Sign Immediately
Repair: 4 days
Repair: 7 days
Before winter

Sign Immediately
Repair: 4 days
Repair: 14 days
Before winter

Sign within 24 hrs
Repair: 7 days
Repair: 14 days
Before winter

Sign within 24 hrs
Repair: 14 days
Repair: 30 days
Before winter

Hazard: Damaged

Mark: 3 days
Repair: 60 days
Repair: 60 days

Mark: 3 days
Repair: 60 days
Repair: 60 days

Mark: 3 days
Repair: 60 days
Repair: 60 days

Mark: 3 days
Repair: 120 days
Repair: 120 days

1 day
14 days
30 days

1 day
21 days
30 days

1 day
30 days
30 days

1 day
30 days
30 days

Immediately
3 days

Immediately
3 days

Immediately
3 days

Immediately
3 days

Hazard:≥8cm deep,localized

Gravel Streets

Spring/Patrol

Planned Maint:minor washouts
Spring grading ,then spot repairs

Asphalt Patching

Patrol

Emergency:area≥1000cm²,≥ 8 cm
Hazard: area≥1000cm², 5‐ 8cm
Planned Maint

Street Sweeping

Patrol

Spring clean up ‐all streets & S/W's
Sweep dowtown streets monthly
Sweep all streets late fall

Guardrail Maintenenance

Annual/Patrol

Emergency:failed/missing rail

Bridge Maintenance

Patrol
Level1:semiannually
Level2:bi‐annually

Sign Maintenance

Annual/Patrol

Primary Reg & Warning signs
Other Reg & Warning signs
Information & Street Name signs

Pavement Markings

Patrol

Centrelines & lane lines: annually
intersections,Xwalks,arrows ‐2X/yr

Traffic Signal Maintenance

Annual/Patrol
Conflict ‐ 2X/yr

Primary Defects
Other Defects

Street Light Maintenance
(Town Owned)

2 X/yr

Repairs within 30 days
‐5‐
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Proposed Transportation Services Operations and Maintenance Performance Standards
Revised – March 18, 2013
Activity –Sidewalk Maintenance
Objectives
Sidewalks allow a safe avenue for pedestrians to traverse alongside a street or roadway ,away
from the surface traveled by the motoring public. The objective is to maintain the sidewalks to a
standard that will allow safe passage by pedestrians, handicap scooters , and vehicles traversing
from the roadway onto private or public property.
Maintenance Standard
An annual inspection and rating program shall be undertaken on the entire sidewalk inventory ,
noting all defects for repair as warranted .
If a surface discontinuity (vertical offset) on a sidewalk exceeds two (2) centimeters , the
minimum standard is to treat the surface discontinuity within fourteen (14) days after becoming
aware of the defect. Treating the discontinuity means taking reasonable measures to protect
sidewalk users , including making permanent or temporary repairs , alerting users’ attention to
the discontinuity or preventing access to the area of discontinuity .
Once the site is made safe (spray painting the step may be sufficient) , planned replacement or
other permanent repair such as grinding , shall be completed with 150 days of notice.
Should sidewalk slab replacement be considered for any defect repair , the sidewalk rating report
should be reviewed to ensure that the sidewalk in question is not scheduled for Capital project
replacement within the next 3 years .
Sidewalk median areas of sod , brick pavers , or tree grates/wells should be inspected to ensure
any gaps or low spots (capable of causing an ankle twist ) should be marked and addressed in the
same timeframe as a surface discontinuity.
Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation ,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable :
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work .
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual .
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Record Information
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work , hours of staff utilized , hours
of equipment used , materials , and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand )– Call log shall be updated noting inspection date , call
back date , action taken , work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion ) and
inspector responsible .
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Activity - Private Road Maintenance
Objectives
Private roads are not owned by the municipality, nor have they been accepted as public streets.
However, the Town of Truro provides minimal maintenance to the following streets: Clyke St.
Dryden Ln, High St, Mcintyre Lane (also known as Fairview St), McNutt Lane, Mingo Ln, d
Paradise Lane. and Watson Lane.

Maintenance Standard
Minimal maintenance is limited to minor pothole patching and winter plowing (after all public
streets have been plowed.)

Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:

0

Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.

Record Information
Work Orders - Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand) - Call log shall be updated noting inspection date, call
back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.

0
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STORMWATER / WASTEWATER OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE STANDARD SUMMARY
Preventative Maintenance
Cleaning
Repair

Activity

Inspection

Catchbasins &Inlets

Spring & Fall
Inspect priority listing prior
to forecast rain events

All Stm & San annually

Lateral Maintenance

Laterals in Capital Project
paving areas ‐ 1 yr ahead

Pipe Maintenance

M/H & CCTV Inspection pgms

Pipe Cleaning

Follow up M/H inspections
In advance of CCTVI

Clean priority listing annually
or as required

CCTV Inspection

10% of piped inventory /yr

Pumping Stn Maintenance

Daily inspections
Dry Pumps‐ quarterly
Wet Pumps‐ semi‐annually
Electrical components and
panel‐ annually

Inspect all mains & laterals in
Capital Project paving areas
Verify check valves twice/yr

Ditch Maintenance

Inspect inventory annually

frame/cover within 30 days
Structural ‐ 120 days

Paving on Arterial immediately
Collector‐ 24 hrs
Local Collector‐ 48 hrs
Local ‐ 5 days

Cleaned with lines

Frame/cover ≥25 mm higher
or ≥30mm lower ‐ 30 days
Structural ‐120 days

Paving on Arterial immediately
Collector‐ 24 hrs
Local Collector‐ 48 hrs
Local ‐ 5 days

Immediate repair of failed
eligible laterals ≤ 1981

Paving on Arterial immediately
Collector‐ 24 hrs
Local Collector‐ 48 hrs
Local ‐ 5 days

Immediate repair of defects
blocking flow
Repair structural defects ‐120
days/budget availability

Paving on Arterial immediately
Collector‐ 24 hrs
Local Collector‐ 48 hrs
Local ‐ 5 days

See Pipe Cleaning

Driveway Culvert Maint.

Detention Pond Maint.

25% of CB sumps annually
Inspect priority listing prior
to forecast rain events

Manhole Maintenance

25% of piped inventory / year
Mains in Capital Project paving
areas ‐ 1 yr ahead
All mains cleaned in advance
of CCTV
Pump and clean wet wells‐
semi‐annually

Observed defects added to
Pipe or Lateral repair list

Collapsing driveway or culvert
shall be replaced immediately
Requested replacements
within 30 days
Annually inspect in spring

Reinstatement

New culvert installation within
10 days of request

Mow mid‐June then monitor

Inspect /clear grates & inlets
prior to forecast rainfall
≥ 30 mms.
‐ 33 ‐
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Proposed Operations and Maintenance Standards - Stormwater and Wastewater
Collection
Revised March 17, 2015

Activity – Catch-Basin and Inlet Structure Maintenance
Objectives
To ensure that all catch-basins and inlet structures will convey stormwater effectively, and to
reduce debris loading in the stormwater mains by regularly removing accumulated debris from
the catch-basin sump. Catch-basins are regularly inspected, with noted structural deficiencies
repaired to prolong asset life cycle and ensure the catch-basin will support traffic loading. Inlet
structures are regularly inspected to ensure they are structurally sound and that the inlet grates
are kept clear of debris to ensure their functionality during storm-flow conditions.
Maintenance Standard
Spring and fall inspection of all catch-basins and inlet structures to determine whether inlet
grates are clear, to determine sump cleaning requirements, as well as structural repair
requirements. Program cleaning and repairs based upon severity.
The catch-basin cleaning program will focus on basin sump restoration, with cleaning prioritized
on debris accumulations approaching the elevation of the outflow pipe. The effectiveness of a
catch-basin sump in preventing silt and debris from entering the piped storm system is lessened
when the depth of accumulation in the sump is equal to or greater than 1/3 the distance from the
base of sump to the invert of the outflow pipe.
Based upon the above noted criteria, approximately 25 % of the catch-basin inventory should be
cleaned annually.
Priority list of sensitive inlets are inspected and cleaned prior to forecast significant rainfalls to
ensure functionality during rainfall events.
Customer service requests will be investigated and actioned dependent upon the severity of the
problem. Catch-basins or inlet structures which are not accommodating regular storm flows
adequately will be addressed immediately if there is a risk of nearby property flooding.
Reported catch-basin structures that have been investigated and may be in danger of collapse will
be immediately signed or barricaded. Repair work will be scheduled for completion within 30
days of receiving notice. If the damaged catch-basin is located in a driveway entrance and
vehicular accessibility may be challenged, the work shall be scheduled for immediate repair.
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Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.

Record Information
Inspection records for all catch-basins and inlet structures shall be maintained, noting date of
inspection, and inspector.
Maintain records of all repairs and cleaning undertaken, including date, location, action taken,
and staff involved.

Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Manhole Maintenance
Objectives
To regularly inspect manholes, noting structural defects for repair, to ensure structural integrity
for roadway loading and to extend the assets’ life cycle. To observe flow in each manhole to
determine mitigative efforts required to restore normal flow characteristics.
Maintenance Standard
All storm and wastewater manholes will be inspected annually, and will include a structural
assessment, as well as observing flows for possible line cleaning requirements. Observed
structural deficiencies and voids permitting groundwater infiltration will be prioritized for
remediation, subject to budget funding availability.
Manhole frame and covers that are 25 mm higher or 30 mm lower than the adjacent pavement
will be classified as a defect for priority repair, and shall be repaired within 30 days. Pavement
restoration timeframes shall be in accordance with those outlined for permits under the Town’s
Local Improvement By-Law.
Reported manhole defects (other than structural frame and cover defects) shall be inspected,
signed or barricaded as warranted, and repaired within 120 days.
Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.

Record Information
Inspection records for all manholes shall be maintained, noting location, structural observations,
flow conditions, date and inspector.
Repair records shall note the date repaired, action taken, and staff involved.
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Records of manhole repairs resulting in reducing groundwater infiltration should also be filed in
the Infiltration /Inflow project files. Whenever possible, an estimate of the infiltration entering
the manhole (ie bucket test), as well as a photo, should be completed before the leak is sealed.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity - Building Services (Laterals) Maintenance
Objectives
To provide maintenance services and construct new or replacement laterals as directed by the
Local Improvement By-Law.
Maintenance Standard
While the homeowner is generally responsible for the maintenance of their building services, the
Town provides a warranty for all building services constructed after 1981.
Should the Town receive notice that a building service is not functioning, the trunk main will be
checked immediately to ensure that the public collection system is operating properly. If the
stoppage is located in a section of lateral for which the town is responsible, the Town will ensure
that service is restored as soon as possible.
When constructing a new or replacement lateral, street asphalt restoration timelines shall meet
the contractor timeframes as indicated in the Town of Truro Local Improvements By-Law. These
timelines are as follows:
Arterial - Immediately
Collector - within 24 hours
Local Collector – with 48 hours
Local – within 5 days

Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.
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Record Information
Record all information pertaining to the inspection and if required, the nature of the repair work.
Repair records shall note the date repaired, action taken, and staff involved.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity - Pipe Maintenance
Objective
To ensure that the piped stormwater/wastewater collection system is free from structural defects
that could impede flow or permit groundwater infiltration into the wastewater collection system.
Maintenance Standard
Maintenance response to repair observed structural defects (through CCTV) that are or could
impede flow, and to repair defects allowing groundwater infiltration in the wastewater collection
system. These observed defects will be prioritized and repaired subject to budget availability.
The cost benefits of trenchless repair technology shall be considered when determining repair
techniques to utilize.
Reported system blockages /structural failures, will be addressed immediately to restore system
functionality. Street restoration patching shall comply with the permit timeframes as laid out in
the Town’s Local Improvement By-Law.
Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.

Record Information
Repair records shall note the date repaired, action taken, and staff involved.
When any structural repairs are undertaken on previously televised pipe sections, the CCTV
inspection report should be referenced to reflect the repair work completed.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity: Pipe Cleaning

Objective
To ensure that pipes are kept reasonably clean to maintain flow velocities and maintain the piped
system’s flow carrying capacity.

Maintenance Standard
Noted problem areas shall receive regular flushing
All systems with flow irregularities noted during manhole inspections should be scheduled for
cleaning, then re-inspected to determine if flow conditions have improved.
All underground pipe systems in streets scheduled for repaving under the Capital work program
shall be cleaned in preparation of CCTV inspection, to determine whether any piping requires
structural repair prior to the paving of the street.
An annual pipeline cleaning program shall be scheduled to clean approximately 25 % of the
stormwater /wastewater piped inventory. The program will undertake cleaning by drainage area,
starting with the upper reaches and proceeding downstream to the area’s outfall or
collector/interceptor connection. Please note that preparatory cleaning for CCTV inspection in
advance of proposed Capital work projects shall form part of the 25 % of piped inventory annual
requirement.

Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.
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Record Information
Cleaning records for all pipe sections shall be maintained, noting location, date cleaned, operator
names, and any notes on the cleaning undertaken.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Closed Circuit Television Inspection (CCTV)
Objective
To monitor pipe condition, noting structural defects for subsequent monitoring/repair (dependent
upon the degree of deterioration), as well as defects permitting groundwater infiltration to enter
the wastewater collection system.
Maintenance Standard
Any piped systems requiring frequent cleaning or exhibiting reduced flow conditions as
evidenced through the manhole inspection program, will be televised to determine the
nature/extent of the defect causing the flow obstruction.
All stormwater/wastewater piped systems (including laterals) in areas scheduled for future
capital paving projects shall be video inspected to determine the structural condition of the
infrastructure.
An annual pipeline CCTV program shall be scheduled to televise approximately 10 % of the
stormwater/wastewater piped inventory. The program will undertake video inspection of precleaned pipes by drainage area, starting with the upper reaches and proceeding downstream to
the area’s outfall or collector/interceptor connection. Please note that the Capital project CCTV
program footage shall form part of the 10% of piped inventory annual requirement.

Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.
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Record Information
Records for all pipe sections televised shall be maintained, noting location, structural
observations, flow conditions, date and inspector. Information on pipe defects shall be
maintained in a database for future repair programs.
When any structural repairs are undertaken on televised pipe sections, the CCTV inspection
report should be referenced to reflect the repair work completed.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity - Pumping Station Maintenance
Objectives
Pumping stations/lift stations are utilized to pump wastewater to an adjacent gravity system at a
higher elevation, or to convey wastewater a longer distance where gravity flow grades may be
insufficient.
The objective of pumping station maintenance is to ensure that all station components, ie pumps,
valves, control components, piping etc, are all regularly maintained, such that pumping station
malfunctions are minimized.
Maintenance Standard
Pumping stations are inspected daily (7 days/week), with station readings recorded on the pump
run sheets.
All stations have mounted trouble lights, and two pumping stations are tied into a SCADA
system (which has a notification system in the event of a malfunction). Project currently
underway to replace the existing SCADA system and expand to connect all pumping stations.
Pumping station wet wells shall be pumped out and cleaned twice yearly.
Above ground pumps will be inspected quarterly for impeller condition and clearances, oil levels
and condition.
Submersible pumps will be inspected twice annually for impeller condition and clearances, oil
level and condition.
Check valves should be tested for proper operation twice annually.
Schedule annual inspection of electrical motor control equipment panel.
Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.
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Record Information
Maintenance work undertaken at each station is recorded in log books located at each station.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Ditch Maintenance
Objective
Roadside ditches collect and convey roadway surface water (as well as adjacent land drainage) to
local receiving waters or a piped storm system.
The maintenance objective is to maintain positive ditch flow at sufficient elevation to collect and
convey runoff and to drain the adjacent roadways’ sub base.
Maintenance Standard
Ditch inventory shall be inspected annually in the spring to determine maintenance priority work
for the construction season.
Ditching requests shall be inspected within 5 days of receiving notice, and should rehabilitative
works be required, the repairs shall be completed within 30 days of notice.
Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.

Record Information
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity - Driveway Culvert Maintenance
Objective
To maintain driveway culvert installation in good condition, such that ditch flow is unimpeded,
and the driveway is structurally capable of carrying vehicle loading.
Maintenance Standard
Demand driven – the Town is responsible for the replacement of deteriorated driveway culverts.
Replacement of an existing driveway culvert shall be immediate if the culvert is impeding flow
and may collapse. Requested replacements shall be completed within 30 days.
A request for a new driveway culvert installation shall be completed within 10 business days of
the request.
Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.

Record Information

Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Stormwater Detention Pond Maintenance

Objective
To ensure the stormwater detention system continues to function effectively, by providing
adequate storage capacity for peak design flows, and thereafter to drain effectively.

Maintenance Standard
All detention ponds shall be inspected annually in the spring to ascertain condition. The spring
inspection should focus on whether there is evidence of excessive sediment build up, and any
evidence of basin or bank erosion. Areas of erosion shall be stabilized, and sediment build up
shall be scheduled for removal. Pond inlets, outlet drains grates and overflow spillways shall be
inspected and cleaned.
Vegetation should be mowed by mid-June, and monitored for build up through the summer.
All detention ponds shall be inspected prior to forecast rain events of more than 30 mms, to
ensure that drainage grates are cleared.
Safety
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.

Record Information
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity

Inspection

Scheduled Maintenance

Water Main Repair

Repair

Reinstatement

Immediate repair to restore
service

Paving on arterial immediately
Collector ‐ 24 hrs
Local Collector ‐ 48 hrs
Local ‐ 5 days

System Flushing

turbidity,chlorine residuals
and flow rates

Spring and fall system flushing
flush booster pump system
annually

Hydrant Maintenance

Check paint condition
Sound for system leakage

Cycle hydrants and isolation
Valves annually

schedule repair of identified
defects
Repaint hydrants , 3 to 5 years

Valve Maintenance

Inspect all valve boxes
Sound all valves for leakage

Cycle all valves every 2 yrs

schedule repair of identified
defects

Service Box & Lateral Maint.

Inspect service box, test curb
stop & test for leakage

Services in Capital Project
Sidewalk/Paving areas
1 year ahead

schedule repair of identified
defects

Pressure Reducing Valve
Maintenance

Inspect monthly
Record inlet & outlet pressures

Cycle all standby pressure
control or relief valves
every 3 months

Air Release Valve Maintenance

Annual inspection of ARV's
and ARV chamber

Water Reservoir Maintenance

Daily water level recording
Quaterly ‐ inspect tank exterior
and grounds

Booster Station Maintenance

Inspect station & equipment
at least once per week

schedule repair if leakage
detected

Test back up generator weekly
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Proposed Water Distribution System Operation and Maintenance Performance Standards
Revised – March 18, 2015

Activity - Water Main Repair
Objectives
Repair water mains in a timely, efficient, and safe manner to minimize customer inconvenience,
damage, service interruption, and maintain water quality to the customer.
Performance Standards
Response:
-All reported water breaks are investigated by staff as soon as possible.
-Water breaks resulting in flooding and damages or posing a hazard to the public will be
contained/addressed immediately.
-Water breaks will be repaired at the earliest opportunity, considering the severity of leak,
water escape, real or potential damages, road condition and location, as determined by
supervisory staff.
-For emergency repairs, staff will respond immediately to the site upon advisement of
incident.
Procedure:
-Supervisory staff will determine the manpower and equipment required to undertake the
repair works.
-Water mains will be traced to determine exact location with appropriate equipment
before excavation.
-The supervisor will determine whether to call other utilities (phone, cable, power, gas)
for cable locations prior to excavations.
-All work will be conducted in a safe and efficient manner, complying with all
appropriate regulations.
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-Water break repair will be completed upon initiation of the work to minimize customer
service interruptions.
-Water repairs will be visually checked after pressurization to ensure no leakage is
present.
-Water break areas will be “re-sounded” to ensure no further leaks exist.
Flushing and Disinfection Practice:
-Where possible, water mains should remain pressurized until trench water has been
removed. Positive system pressure at the leakage point will reduce trench water
infiltration into the water system.
-Prior to beginning the repair, supervisory staff will ensure the excavation hole at a water
leak site is properly de-watered in a manner that will eliminate the opportunity of
infiltration of trench waters into the distribution main.
-Every effort will be made to reduce the infiltration of trench water or trench material
into the water main during the repairs.
-At the time of repair activity, the immediate area of the pipe section will be cleaned and
sprayed with a chlorine solution for local disinfection of the water pipe. This is
accomplished by swabbing or spraying application of a hypochlorite solution on the
exterior of the pipe and if possible, on the interior of the pipe or fittings that may be
installed at the site. A minimum of a 1% hypochlorite solution shall be used in the
procedure prior to the completion of the repair.
Flushing:
A thorough flushing of the distribution main after repairs will be conducted via the nearest uphill
fire hydrant. Hydrant flushing will ensure chlorinated water is flushed through the repaired
section of main and will allow air venting of the system. Flushing will occur until all air has
been extracted and visible discoloration has ceased.
-In the event that significant sections of water line are cut out and replaced, hypochloric
swabbing, spray or a calcium hypochlorite granules may be placed in the main for
disinfection.
-Adequate main flushing and chlorine residual tests may be required before placing the
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repaired section of the system back into service.

Reinstatement:
-Excavations will be reinstated (paved) as soon as possible after the repair, in accordance
with the Town of Truro’s Local Improvement By-Law. The reinstatement timelines under
the by-law are as follows:
Arterials: Immediately
Collectors: Within 24 hours
Local Collectors: Within 48 hours
Locals: Within 5 days
-Until reinstatement is completed, appropriate traffic control signs will be posted at the
site for notice to the travelling public.
-Periodic site inspections will be conducted to ensure settlement has not occurred, until
such time as the reinstatement works are complete.
-Water break sites will be cleared of debris and gravel after the repair and final
reinstatement.
Notification:
-The utility should contact any of the agencies affected by the break, which may include:
Police, Fire Department, Web page, and critical water customers.
-Where possible, customers directly affected, or the public in general, will be notified by
the utility.
Private Property Damages:
-Homeowners experiencing damages from water breaks will be advised to contact their
own insurance company. The utility will forward claims of damages to insurance
adjusters for investigation as soon as possible for severe property damage; within 24
hours for all other private property damages.
Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
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Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Record Information
Each water break event will be documented on the appropriate form indicating such items as:
date of excavation, size of break, location, condition of pipe, type of repair, materials and
equipment used, staff (work order #), time water off/on, damages and other streets which were
affected by the water service interruption.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity - Distribution System Flushing
Objectives
Maintain or improve water quality by removing solid particulates and biofilm buildup in piping
network, and verify fire flow capability by distribution system flushing.
Performance Standards
The water distribution system is flushed twice annually with a scheduled spring and fall flushing
programs, and includes the following activities:
-Determine the most effective flushing sequence, from treatment plant, transmission
system and sequential distribution networks.
-Establish and implement, in a timely manner, public notification of flushing procedures,
noting timeframes and pressure and discoloration probabilities.
-Determine the specifics of flushing locations
-Duration and effect of water discharge in the environment.
-Survey each flushing site to assure suitability for discharge water control.
Implement flushing in a sequence of operation in accordance with established hydrant operation
guidelines.
Upon completion of flushing, ensure that all system components (valves) are returned to normal
operating condition.
Boosted Systems
For systems with booster pumps, an annual flushing exercise will be used to validate the
discharge hydraulic capacity of the station.
Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
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Record Information
Hydrant flushing information records will include date, time location, hydrant number, turbidity
(before, during and after flushing), chlorine residual (before and after), flow rate estimate and
other observations regarding flow, water discharge path, and environmental issues.
Record information will be summarized and filed for reference and system operating validation.
For booster station system flushing, station inlet and outlet flow rates should be obtained,
including booster pump amperage reading.
Where possible, flow rate information should be monitored and recorded with the flushing
information.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity - Hydrant Maintenance

Objectives
Ensure fire hydrants are properly maintained and fully operational and accessible at all times.
Performance Standards
All fire hydrants will be operated and cycled to ensure complete operation and reliability on an
annual basis. This procedure shall include:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐

Fully cycling of the fire hydrant to the open position to assess operational performance.
Every hydrant shall be visually inspected, and hydrant caps shall be greased with food
grade lubricant.
The hydrant isolation valve shall be located, inspected and operated annually to ensure
operation for fire hydrant maintenance.
Surrounding growth obstructing hydrant visibility and operation will be cleared.
Hydrants will be pressure tested, drained and sounded for leakage on an annual basis.
Fire hydrants that have internally plugged drain holes will be identified with an indicator
symbol on the hydrant.
Fire hydrants that are out of service as a result of damage or the requirement for repairs
shall be reported to the Fire Dept.
Out of service markers shall be placed on all hydrants that are temporarily out of service.
Out of service hydrants shall be repaired as soon as possible, and when completed and
returned to service, remove the out of service marker and advise the Fire Dept that the
hydrant is now operational.
Fire hydrants shall be repainted every three to five years, or as required.

Periodic Inspection
Fire hydrants will be internally inspected on a periodic basis, in accordance with the hydrant
manufacturers’ maintenance recommendations. This process will include removal of the internal
operating mechanisms, inspection of seat assembly, and inspection of internal component parts
for wear, corrosion, and replacement of worn or defective parts.
Winter Inspection
Hydrants located with presence of water in the barrel shall be pumped/purged out, logged on the
maintenance records, and re-inspected to ensure no water remains in the hydrant barrel.
Fire hydrant locations will be visually inspected after snow events to ensure they are accessible,
and where necessary, commence snow clearing operations to ensure access to the fire hydrants.
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All hydrants found or reported frozen, will be thawed using steam thawing equipment as soon as
possible.
Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.

Record Information
Record documentation shall include:
-Make, model , location , date of inspection , inspectors names ,date of inspection,
deficiencies noted, materials used, extensions installed, and hydrant draining capability.
-Pressure (note time of day), flow test information
-Winter hydrant inspection records to include: date inspected, repairs conducted,
inventory used, and staff. Frozen hydrant documentation will include frozen hydrant
location and thaw date.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity - Valve Maintenance

Objectives
Ensure proper maintenance and reliable operation and accessibility of all system valves.
Performance Standards
All valves will be accessed and operated once every two years.
Valve will be operated (cycled to pre-determined position) and returned to the normal position.
Normally open valves will be backed off one full turn towards the off position.
Valve box, cap, and upper assembly will be inspected for damage and wear.
All valve inspection and maintenance operations shall comply with NSTIR Temporary
Workplace Traffic Control Manual.

Valve Box Inspection
In a safe and efficient manner, remove valve box cover, inspect valve box for debris and
alignment, structural integrity, and insert valve key to ensure operational access is achieved and
proper alignment is correct to operate the valve.
Inspect valve box upper sleeve and cap for damage and/or wear.
Ensure valve box upper sleeve and cap are adjusted to final grade.
After valve operation procedure, the operator will sound the valve through the valve key with
geophone (like device) for leak noise. Any noise determined indicating high flow or leakage will
be documented for leak detection follow-up in the area.
Exceptions
System isolation valves, or normally closed valves, will not be operated. Valve box inspection
will note valve assembly, cap and grade deficiencies.
Isolation valves should have a field demarcation to indicate the normally closed position valve.
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Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.

Record Information
The valve maintenance card system will include; the date of inspection, operator, notation of all
deficiencies, valve identification, valve location, valve style, operating direction, nut style and
normal position (open/close). Where possible, the documentation of the number of turns from
open to closed position should be provided.
Record all information on deficiencies not addressed during initial inspection (debris, grade
adjustment requirements, and leak information) for planned follow up maintenance thereafter.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Service Box & Lateral Maintenance

Objectives
The service box is accessible and the curb stop operational to isolate the water supply to the
premise.

Performance Standard
Service Box Inspection Process
An inspection program for service boxes will include:
-Locate service box with detection equipment
-Expose service box lid, access service box and operate the curb stop. During this
operation activity, the service box will be checked for vertical alignment, access, service
box condition, lid and nut condition, and will replace parts as necessary.
-While testing the operation of the service box and curb stop assembly, a sonic test for
leakage with geophones or electronic acoustic leak detection equipment on the service
lateral will be conducted. The acoustic equipment will be placed on the service key and
“sounded” for noise on the service lateral.
Staff will obtain and record swing ties from the building to the service box for transfer to the
utility’s permanent record.
Prior to any proposed Capital Works program on a street, the utility shall locate and service all
service boxes and curb stops. Services shall be checked for leakage and repaired prior to
commencement of the Capital project.
Service Box Maintenance in Non-Paved Areas
Service boxes too low or buried, will be raised to grade by an appropriate method, which may
include:
-An extension installed at the time of inspection
-Raising the telescopic top of the service box assembly.
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Service boxes that are too high will be lowered by:
-Carefully lowering the telescopic top.
-Cut off the service box upper section and install a new lid, such that the top of the
service box conforms to final grade.
Curb Stop Operation
The curb stop will be checked for operation by turning the service key clock-wise 90 degrees to
the fully closed position. This will validate that the service lateral was in the open position.
Immediately, the service will be turned counter-clockwise 90 degrees to the fully open position.
The following will then be undertaken:
-The service lateral will be checked for leaks with acoustic equipment after the curb stop
operation.
-If leaking, staff will determine whether the leakage is occurring on the public or private
side of the curb stop through the curb stop isolation process.
-The curb stop will be fully cycled to ensure operation.
Staff will verify that the service box rod is fully attached to the curb stop, by way of smooth
operation.
-Curb stop will be operated to minimize the amount of backflow siphonage during tests.
Service Lateral Leakage Repairs
Public Portion of Service Lateral
The service lateral from the main stop connection at the main, up to and including the curb stop
at the property boundary, is considered part of the distribution system. The utility owns this
section of service lateral and will conduct the necessary repairs and related reinstatement for a
leak in this section of pipe.
Private Portion of Service Lateral
The service lateral from the curb stop at the property boundary to the building is the property
owner’s service pipe. The property owner is responsible for the repairs to this portion of the
service lateral.
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Establishment of Public or Private Service Leak
The determination of whether a leak is on the public or private portion of the service lateral will
result from the operation of the curb stop. Leaks that can be isolated on the private owners lateral
by turning off the curb stop, will confirm that the leak is within the private portion of the service
lateral.
Leaks that cannot be isolated by turning the curb stop to the “off” position will be repaired at the
utility’s expense.
Customer Notification
The customer will be notified in the following circumstances:
-No customer notification will be required during the normal quick operation of the curb
stop operation test.
- If a longer turn-off time frame is required, or more frequent service interruptions are
necessary, the customer will be notified at the door.
- In the event that there are problems with the curb stop operation, the customer will be
notified immediately. Problems occurring during operation and maintenance tests may
include such things as service rod and pin problems, leakage, curb stop failure, or other
such circumstances.
When repairs have been conducted to the service lateral or curb stop, the utility or customer will
flush the service line after maintenance repair procedure through the first internal cold water
faucet in the premises.
Service Box Maintenance in Paved Areas
In areas where the service box and curb stop are located under paved surfaces, operations will
include the following:
-Service box will be located on paved surface and marked with a small amount of paint.
-Customer will be notified of required works, which may include extension and /or
repair. A standard door knocker advisement may be initially used for customer contact if
they are not at home.
-A time and date of works will be coordinated with the owner, considering priority of
repair and customer preference. For efficient operation and use of resources, a number of
curb stop/service box repairs in paved areas may be coordinated for effective use of
hydro-vac equipment.
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-Paved services will be cut out by pavement saw to minimize excavation and improve the
quality of reinstatement.
-Wherever possible, a hydro-vac truck and soil remover will be used to minimize the
excavation and reinstatement activities.
Reinstatement Works
For reinstatement of properties, the following standards will apply:
Non-paved Areas
-Non-paved areas will be restored to original condition, with suitable replacement sods
and materials. The utility will attempt to replace sods with a similar nature, based upon
time frame and sod availability.
-Private shrubs and/or trees in the public right of way will be removed for access and
repair of utility appurtenances. No replacement of trees, shrubs etc, will be reimbursed in
this situation.
Paved Areas
-Where paved material must be removed for service box access, the utility will reinstate
the paved area with equivalent surface material.
Obstructions
-On private property, trees, retaining walls, gardens, wooden decks, steps, and other
obstructions must be removed by the owner.
-Obstructions to the operation and maintenance of service boxes on public property will
be removed by the utility.
Service Box/Curb Stop on Private Property
In some situations, a service box may be located well within a customer’s property. In those
situations, the following shall apply.
Commercial Properties
-On commercial sites, the services may be tapped off building service sprinklers. The
service box and curb stops in these situations are the owner’s responsibility, and the
owner is responsible to ensure the service box is exposed at all times.
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Residential Properties
-The utility will inspect and conduct operation and maintenance service on the service
box and curb stop.
-The utility may consider raising and repairing the service box on private property if
repairs are coordinated with the owner, or repair will cut in a new service box/curb stop
at the property line.
Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.

Record Information
All information relative to the water lateral service including location, inspection dates, repairs
undertaken, etc, should be recorded on the service record for the lateral.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Pressure Reducing Valve Maintenance

Objectives
Ensure all pressure control valves operate reliably and at a constant discharge pressure.
Performance Standard
Pressure reducing valves, altitude valves, and surge release control valves will be maintained and
monitored to ensure proper operation and periodically cycled to ensure constant, reliable
performance.
Site monitoring, inspection and assessment
For each visit to a pressure control facility, the following inspection and assessment will be
recorded and reported:
-Pressure control facilities will be inspected on a minimum monthly basis.
-Note physical condition of the hatch and latch, ladder condition, other fasteners, power
meter condition, sump pump operation, driveway access, manhole condition, etc.
-Staff will ensure that the site is kept clean in appearance and free of debris.
-Physical inspection of the control valves will include the recording of inlet and outlet
pressures, PRV stem height (if available) and inspection of other valve operation and
leakage conditions.
-Pressure creep rise (typically between 2:00am and 5:00am) in excess of 5 psi will initiate
a maintenance activity for PRV calibration.
-Access to the PRV facility will comply with NS Confined Space Entry Regulations.
Pressure Control Valve Maintenance
Scheduled repair and maintenance of pressure control valves will include:
-All standby pressure control or relief valves will be fully cycled every three months.
-Flushing of the pilot screen.
-Needle valve inspection, cleaning and speed adjustment, as required.
-Pilot valve inspection for leaking and pressure tracking.
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-Visible inspection of pressure control valve for leakage.
-Physical overhaul of the pressure reducing valve component will be conducted if any
sign of leakage occurs.
Pressure gauge inspection will ensure accurate readings. Gauges will be replaced or calibrated as
required to ensure accurate pressure display.
SCADA Monitored Facilities
SCADA systems will be used to monitor and track inlet and discharge pressures for all control
facilities.
Daily review of SCADA information of control sites will include a 24 hour graph of pressures
and pressure readings. Pressure anomalies will require a site visit to confirm the problem
identified for repair.
Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.

Record Information
The following PRV inspection records will be catalogued for reference and will include:
-Required confined space entry documentation
-Time and date of inspection.
-Inlet and outlet pressure, PRV stem heights.
-Repair parts used.
-Staff conducting repairs.
-Adjustments to controls.
-Strainer flushing
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-Valve cycling operation and associated information.
-Other operating inspection items.
-SCADA system monitoring information will be stored for further review.

Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Air Release Valve Maintenance
Objectives
Ensure reliable operation and maintenance of air release valves.

Performance Standards
Annual maintenance activities will include the following items:
-Pre-winter inspection of the ARV chamber, valves, access and operation confirmation
will be conducted.
- Visual inspection of the air release valve, control valve, saddle, nipple and connections
for corrosion and reliability.
-Where applicable, ARV chamber venting and “birdcage” control will be inspected.
-Increased inspection frequency of air release valves will be based upon historical
inspection records and maintenance requirements.
-Visual inspection of air release valves for leakage will indicate ARV valve maintenance
and overhaul requirement.
-ARV chambers or vaults will be dewatered to ensure valves are not submerged in
groundwater.
-ARV vacuum valves will be repaired /replaced in a timely manner.
-Air release-vacuum valves will be insulated to prevent freezing in winter conditions.
Chamber hatches may be insulated, or other insulation techniques may be applied
provided they do not obstruct the release or intake of air to the air release-vacuum valve.
-Air release-vacuum valves installed in pumping facilities, PRV chambers and other
reservoir standpipes will be included in the ARV performance maintenance standard.
Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
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Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.

Record Information
An inspection record for each valve will include the make, model, size, design features,
inspection date, conditions, staff, and actions taken.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
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Activity – Leak Detection

Objectives
To minimize leakage by effective leak detection and repair response.
Performance Standards
System Monitoring
To monitor the water flows in the distribution system for leakage. Leak detection surveys will be
initiated when system or district metered area flows indicate higher losses in the distribution
network. Leak detection surveys will determine the leak area and the location of the leak for
repair.
All leak detection surveys will follow a standard protocol of systematic valve and hydrant
soundings, noise documentation and leak location marking.
Leak detection surveys will be conducted with electronic leak detection equipment or geophones,
for annual or specific area leak detection surveys.
Detailed acoustic leak detection surveys and acoustic noise mapping can be conducted in either
daytime or nighttime hours.
Nighttime leak detection however will be preferred in areas where high background noise,
traffic, high customer usage, or in areas where safety is improved with nighttime detection.
Metallic Piping Systems-Leak Detection Survey Procedure
The acoustic detection portion of the survey will be conducted in a systematic fashion, by using
sounding equipment on hydrants and valves, in a sequential process throughout the water system.
All hydrants will be acoustically “sounded” in a leak survey to determine noise presence in the
system. Where noises are detected, the leak noise will be documented on a map with
corresponding notes for future follow up.
System valves and service stops will e “sounded” in areas where hydrant spacing exceeds 150
metres (500 feet).
Surface leak detection will be conducted in areas where there is an absence of fire hydrants and
valves exceeding a 500 foot spacing. Surface detection equipment will be placed above the water
main on the surface of the road and sounded every five feet.
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Plastic Piping Systems
For systems of plastic pipe, including PVC and other “poly” piping systems that are elastic in
nature, leak detection practices should include the following procedures:
- PVC must be surface sounded with acoustic leak detection equipment at intervals of
five feet.
- Subdivisions, or zones containing PVC water mains may be assessed for leakage by
undertaking a “step-test”, in conjunction with master metering, to determine the flows to
the area and assess leakage conditions that may exist.
Sounding Procedures
All fire hydrants will be sounded with leak detection equipment by contact on the hydrant
operating nut.
Valves will be acoustically sounded by placing the detection rod or surface microphone directly
on the valve key, placed on the operating valve nut.
Service laterals will be sounded by placing the leak detection equipment sensor on the service
key to the curb stop stem or operating nut.
Leak Pinpointing Procedure
Where a leak zone or area has been determined, surface pinpointing procedures will be
conducted over the water main throughout the entire potential leak zone area.
Surface leak detection will include geophones, electronic amplification equipment and hard
contact surface microphones. The operator will “sound” above the water main every two meters
or less, within the leak area. All valves and services within the leak area will be tested for leak
noise.
Where the loudest sound is determined, leak position will be temporarily marked.
In the area of a pinpointed leak, the water main and services will be traced with pipeline location
equipment to ensure the proposed leak location is marked directly above the pipeline. Service
lateral locations will be marked on the street.
Final leak location will be marked after the water line tracing is completed.
Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
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Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.

Record Information
Documentation of system leak noises will be placed on the system map and supporting field
report form, indicating presence or absence of leak noise.
Leak location report will include date located, civic number, address, main size, surface marking
scheme and other descriptive information.
Noises detected in the field will be further investigated to determine the source of the noise.
Noise validation will include the documentation of the noise or outcome from field checks. For
leaks found, description will be provided and a follow up to recheck the leak area after repair is
required.

Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Water Reservoir Maintenance

Objectives
Ensure reliable storage, operation, and maintenance of water reservoir facilities.

Performance Standards
Operating Standards – Daily Procedures
Obtain daily water levels in tank
Determine whether daily tank fluctuations and daily balancing is achieved.
Inspect overflow line and discharge area periodically for evidence of water spillage.
Inspect tank for ice buildup, January to April, as weather conditions warrant.
Preventative Maintenance
Inspect tank exterior and grounds on a quarterly basis for physical damage, security breech,
access, and site cleanliness.
For steel tanks, inspect and tabulate the corrosion protection system, document impressed current
readings, adjust levels as required, and document action and readings monthly.
Inspect exterior of tank for structural integrity and exterior paint condition monthly.
Inspect and adjust altitude valves and isolation valves annually.
Inspect inside of tank on a five year cycle, or as required to determine paint condition, rust
penetration, dept of sediment and condition of sacrificial anodes, if available.
Inspect access ports, dome, cover, and other tank connections annually for structural integrity.

Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
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Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.

Record Information
Inspection and maintenance records for each reservoir tank shall be maintained to document that
O&M performance standards are being regularly achieved.
Record daily tank levels to ensure adequate storage, and document draw down (minimum and
maximum levels).
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Water Line Thawing
Objectives
Thawing water mains and laterals will be conducted at the earliest opportunity in a safe manner,
following Utility procedures.
Performance Standards
Water Mains
Water mains will be thawed using the following process:
-Hot water, steam or high pressure water blasting equipment shall only be permitted for
thawing of water mains.
-No electric welders will be used for thawing operations without specific authorization
from the Utility.
Investigation
Water outages will be investigated to determine the length of frozen water main via hydrants,
reported outages and service laterals.
Excavations and pipe cutting will be used to gain access to the water line for thawing purposes.
Water mains will be thawed as soon as possible to restore service to customers.
Notification
The Fire Department will be notified of hydrants and mains that are out of service, and will
subsequently advised upon restoration of service to the previously reported systems.
Customers affected by the shutdown will be notified by the Utility.
Water will be restored as soon as possible, without prior notification to affected customers.

Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
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Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.

Record Information
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Booster Station Operation & Maintenance

Objectives
Ensure booster station and pumping equipment is operational, reliable, and meets all servicing
requirements.

Performance Standards
Staff will visit the booster station facility at a minimum of once per week, to conduct equipment
inspection, documentation and other preventative maintenance activities. Pump Equipment
maintenance will be required when a detected change in performance is noted through
monitoring of the equipment, flows, pressures, or other onsite inspection results.
Inspection Criteria
Each booster station will be visited at least once per week.
Visual inspection will be conducted on the building, site, and equipment to determine damage or
maintenance requirements.
Pumping and other equipment will be visually inspected for proper operation.
All packing and seals will be inspected for leakage.
Levels will be checked on all motorized equipment.
A weekly inspection check list will include the following items:
-Transfer switch test to ensure generator /diesel backup operation, with main power
turned off.
-Test run diesel equipment.
-Test run fire pump equipment with generator.
-Test run diesel with pumps
-Inspect crank case oil levels and top up as required.
-Check battery electrolyte level.
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-Check coolant level and top up as required.
-Monitor engine running pressure relief system.
-Check alarm systems.
-Inspect all belts on motorized equipment.
-Acoustically monitor pumping equipment for smooth operation and noise anomalies.
Quarterly annual inspection will include the following maintenance activities:
-Flush pressure and other sensing lines.
-Electrolyte test on generator batteries.
-Measure pump current draw.
-Measure line voltage to station.
Annual preventative maintenance activities will include:
Replace crank case oil on motorized equipment.
Replace coolant liquids in motorized equipment. Annual diesel engine performance test and
check.
Instrument calibration checks.
Cosmetic painting of the facility.
Inspect heating and exhaust systems for safety and performance.
Safety:
In addition to following the safe work procedure for a specific task or equipment operation,
ensure the following requirements are met where applicable:
Conduct a work site hazard assessment prior to undertaking the work.
Set up the work area and signage in accordance with the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace
Traffic Control Manual.
Underground or enclosed space work shall comply with Nova Scotia Confined Space Entry
Regulations.
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Record Information
Pump Log Documentation Requirements:
For each facility visit, documentation will include the following items to be included in a pump
log book at the station:
-Date, time and staff present.
-Pump hours.
-Flow totals.
-Inlet and discharge pressures.
-Mechanical adjustments, fluid additions.
-Operational problems and remedy documentation.
-Confirmation of daily, weekly, quarterly and annual activities in the log book.
SCADA Booster Station Documentation
SCADA systems used to monitor booster station equipment, fire flow equipment and
generator/diesels, will be monitored on a daily basis, or as required, to assess booster station
performance.
The SCADA system logs will store the booster station operation conditions, pump operation,
discharge flow rates, inlet and outlet pressures, and other operating parameters and alarm levels
relevant to the intended purpose of the facility. The SCADA monitoring systems may provide
comprehensive review of the booster station performance and indicate any change or anomaly in
the system flows, pressures or system operation. Information will be stored electronically for
reference as required.

Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.

Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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Activity – Water Meter Installation and Maintenance

Objectives
To ensure that all water meters are promptly installed and reading accurately.

Performance Standards
Installations
New residential (5/8”) meter installations shall be completed within two days of notification.
Meter Reading
All commercial and residential meters are read every three months.
6 meters (located in chambers) on the water distribution system, are read daily.
Meter Accuracy Inquiries
Normally same day response to inquiry on meter accuracy. Meter checked, internal plumbing
assessed for leaks, and water service line sounded for leak presence.
Meter Maintenance/Calibration
Residential meters older than 10 years are replaced when on service calls.
When an inquiry is received from commercial companies with larger meters, recalibration/repair
is contracted out.

Record Information
All meter transactions are recorded on forms and filed in customer meter files.
Work Orders – Work order records shall include date(s) of work, hours of staff utilized, hours of
equipment used, materials, and units of work output.
Customer Service Requests (Demand Calls) – Call log shall be updated noting inspection date,
call back date, action taken, work order number, date completed (or forecast for completion) and
inspector responsible.
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